CARVICO & JERSEY LOMELLINA at PGA 2019
On the green as for fabrics: rigour, performance and elegance
Resistance, strength, performance, elegance, flexibility: these are the main characteristics of golf, a
fascinating sport loved by millions all over the world, and also the features that make the fabrics
produced by Carvico and Jersey Lomellina, which are making their debut at PGA 2019. absolutely
unique.
The two companies, headquartered in the district of Bergamo, leaders in the production of warp
knitted and circular knitted fabrics, are taking to Orlando the made in Italy excellence applied to
golf.
Light, breathable, comfortable, ideal for the creation of casual and refined, sporty but elegant
garments which have always characterized the outfits of both professional and amateur golf
players.
Fabrics presented by Carvico and Jersey Lomellina at PGA 2019 are high performance, and
perfect to satisfy the needs of even the most demanding golf players. Extremely comfortable, they
follow the body without constraining it, ensuring maximum freedom of movement: they follow
every shot, every single swing.
The fabrics of the two companies are pilling resistant, UV protective and give garments a technical
but elegant look, thanks to both their texture and colors: 3D effects, mélange effects, double face
structures…
But not only. Fabrics by Carvico and Jersey Lomellina are safe and respectful of the environment
thanks to the company policies aimed at safeguarding the planet. Water recovery, fumes
treatment, independent production of energy, everything in the companies complies with a
sustainable vision. And this is why VITA (Carvico) and RENEW (Jersey Lomellina) green fabrics have
been created by using ECONYL®, a regenerated nylon yarn from pre and post consumer products
(ghost fishing nets, carpets fluff, tulle …) which, once they have arrived at the end of their useful life,
instead of being sent to the landfill, are recovered and regenerated through complex physicalchemical decomposition processes.
Quality, technical skills, performance and eco-sustainability: Carvico and Jersey Lomellina fabrics
are a winning choice for garments designed for golf, a complex and challenging sport which
doesn’t only require maximum rigour, but is rigour itself.
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FOCUS TESSUTI CARVICO E JERSEY LOMELLINA PER PGA 2019

VITA
VITA is versatile, hyper-resistant, ultra-thin and bi-elastic, a unique mix of muscular compression and
comfort. Boasting a green soul, this fabric is thin, soft and extremely moisture wicking; it is compact,
UV protective and features a very high shape recovery power. Particularly suitable for the creation
of comfortable and lightweight trousers which follow the body every move enabling players to feel
completely free.
Composition: 78% ECONYL® Polyamide - 22% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 190 g/m²

VITA POWER
VITA Power is VITA stronger and heavier version. Made of ECONYL® regenerated polyamide, it is
heavy and boasts and exceptional recovery power. Soft, pleasant, compact and breathable, VITA
Power is pilling and abrasions resistant, UV protective (UPF 50+), ensures the correct muscular
compression and reduces the production of lactic acid, thus boosting a faster Energy recovery.
Composition: 78% ECONYL® Polyamide - 22% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 225 g/m²

VITA SUEDE
VITA Suede is VITA Power brushed version, and it is also made of 78% Econyl® polyamide and 22%
Elastane. It stands out for its matt look and warm, almost natural hand feel, which reminds to suede.
VITA Suede is soft, compact and breathable, with a double personality and a lot of charm. Perfect
for the creation of versatile and original outfits, ideal for trendy, performance garments.
Composition: 78% ECONYL® Polyamide - 22% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 210 g/m²

VITA PL
A high performance fabric made of sustainable polyester, Vita PL is made of a 100% regenerated
yarn from PET bottles, which is also the concrete evidence of its creators passion for the
environment: for every kg of yarn used by Carvico to produce 4 meters of sustainable fabric 48
bottles are recycled; thus, every kg of yarn from PET bottles used, prevents 1,75 kg of CO2 to be
released into the atmosphere.
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Resistant, ultra-thin and bi-elastic, Vita PL is perfect for transfer printing and for designing durable
sportswear items. Vita PL is available in a wide selection of neon shade with excellent color fastness
values.
Composition: 78% ECONYL® Polyamide - 22% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 190 g/m²

REVOLUTIONAL®
A last generation performance fabric, Revolutional® boasts an amazing matt surface. It fits the
body like a second skin, it is light and ultra-thin (only 155 g/m², 50% less than classic charmeuse
fabrics), extremely breathable, pilling resistant, fast drying and doesn’t curl along the edges.
Perfect for the creation of comfortable and high performance, elegant and stylish sportswear, both
for training or competitions.
Composition: 71% PA Micro - 29% EA | Width: 152 cm | Weight: 155 g/m²

REVONUTIONAL® ECO
The sustainable evolution of the Revolutional® family, it is also made with Econyl ®, a 100%
regenerated yarn from pre and post consumer materials. Ultra thin, breathable and ultra-light ,
Revolutional® Eco offers the perfect fit, models the silhouette without constraining the body, is ultra
resistant to pilling and abrasions, strong, fast drying and UV protective ( UPF 50+ ). The ideal fabric
for high performance and truly eco-friendly sportswear.
Composition: 79% PA Micro Riciclata ECONYL® - 21% EA | Width: 152 cm | Weight: 175 g/m²

REVONUTIONAL® ENERGY
A performance fabric with a high shaping power, it is the heaviest member of the Revolutional™
family. Its excellent muscular support, ensured by its extraordinary strength, helps reducing the
production of lactic acid, muscle strain and enhances performance, thus it is ideal for the creation
of comfortable, trendy, performance trousers. It also boasts several quality and performance
certificates.
Composition: 71% Micro PA - 29% EA | Width: 152 cm | Weight: 195 g/m²

REVONUTIONAL® GLOSS
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A performance fabric with a pop and glamorous look. Revolutional™ Gloss exclusive treatment
makes it surface particularly glossy, almost wet-looking, modern and charming. Its unmistakable,
crispy hand feel makes it perfect for the creation of high performance, extra trendy garments.
Composition: 71% Micro PA - 29% EA | Width: 152 cm | Weight: 145 g/m²

REVONUTIONAL® MILD
An ultra light fabric – it weighs only 115 g/m² – synonymous to high quality performance. It fits the
body like a second skin, and follows your every move without making you feel constraint. Beautiful
and sexy, it is ideal for the creation of ton sur ton or contrasting outfits and for first layer items.
Composition: 85% Micro PA - 15% EA | Width: 152 cm | Weight: 115 g/m²

REVONUTIONAL® MORE
A high performance fabric with a high modulus which fits the body like a second skin, supports the
muscles, improving sport performances, for a high impact. Hyper resistant, it protects from sun rays
thanks to a UPF 50+ protection factor. It is the ideal fabric for the production of cool and dynamic
garments such as comfortable and trendy performance trousers.
Composition: 79 % Micro PA - 21% EA | Width: 152 cm | Length: 70 m |Weight: 175 g/m²

REVONUTIONAL® SHIRO
An ultra white, high performance fabric made of polyester, ideal for transfer printing, boasting a
super matt look, which enhances all printed patterns and the brightness of colors. It is also highly
resistant to pilling and abrasions ( scoring 5, the maximum possible value, in all tests carried out ).
Composition: 80% Micro PA - 20% EA | Width: 152 cm | Length: 70 m | Weight: 190 g/m²

FAVOLA
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Favola is lightweight, exclusive mélange fabric (ton sur ton) which fits the body like a second skin
and is extremely pleasant to wear. Soft and breathable, despite being lightweight, it is compact
and non see through and fits the body perfectly. Garments made with this fabric – sportswear,
fitness and apparel – can shape the silhouette ensuring comfort and wellbeing. Favola is also fast
drying and therefore ideal for the creation of trendy, original t-shirts.
Composition: 42% Polyamide - 42% Polyester - 16% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 115 g/m²

FESTA
Delicate and refined, Festa is a lightweight, breathable mélange fabric (white stripes) ensuring a
perfect fit, maximum comfort. Ultra-light and bi-elastic, Favola is also fast drying and pleasant TO
wear in contact with the skin. Ideal for the creation of t-shirts and comfortable and stylish
sportswear items.
Composition: 60% Polyester - 29% Polyamide - 11% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 115 g/m²

FANTASIA
Featuring an exclusive mélange effect (black lines), Fantasia is extremely stylish, fits the body
perfectly, and shapes the silhouette without constraints. Breathable and moisture wicking, it makes
you feel comfy and dry when worn in direct contact with your skin. It boasts a delicate hand feel,
perfect cover and is also fast drying.
Ideal for the creation of comfortable and elegant sportswear items.
Composition: 86% Polyamide - 14% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 110 g/m²

3D
An ultra light piquet fabric, 3D stands out for its three dimensional look and its elasticity. Original and
bon ton, 3D is extremely versatile, breathable, and fast drying and fits the body like a second skin. It
is ideal for the creation of trendy, original sportswear garments.
Composition: 90% PA – 10% EA | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 215 g/m²

3D MEDIUM
A lightweight piquet fabric with a three-dimensional structure, 3D Medium is extremely elastic and
versatile, the perfect mix of elegance and personality, performance and style. Being breathable
and fast drying, 3D Medium is perfect for the production of activewear items and especially high
performance, stylish and original t-shirts.
Composition: 93% PA - 7% EA | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 175 g/m
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RENEW CULT
High performance, compact, non see-through and elastic, Renew Cult follows the body every
move ensuring always the best fit. Ideal for sportswear items which are expected to be abrasions
resistant, and to maintain their shape and properties even after many washes.
Composition: 82% ECONYL® Polyamide - 18% Elastane | Width: 160 cm | Weight: 170 g/m²

RENEW FINE
Compact, lightweight, soft, delicate and ultrafine, Renew Fine embraces and fits the body like a
second skin. It is matt and only slightly see-through. Renew Fine is the perfect base for ultra-light,
sexy and comfortable sportswear garments.
Composition: 83% ECONYL® Polyamide - 17% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 110 g/m²

RENEW PRIME
Bi-elastic and eco-sustainable, this is the heaviest and most elastic member of the Renew family.
Thanks to its compact look and modulus, it ensures a perfect fit under any circumstances and
maintains its shapes and properties unaltered over time. Strong, dynamic, high performance also in
its hand feel, Renew Prime offers the right muscular compression. Thanks to its elastic memory it
doesn’t’ curl on the sides and is ideal for comfortable, seamless, free cut creations.
Composition: 65% ECONYL® Polyamide - 35% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 190 g/m²

RENEW STYLE
Matt, glamorous and stylish, Renew Style is compact and lightweight, high performance and ideal
for the creation of breathable and comfortable sporty t-shirts.
Composition: 90% ECONYL® Polyamide - 10% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 145 g/m²

RENEW SHINE
The latest addition to Jersey Lomellina collection, Renew Shine is the glossy version of the
sustainable fabrics belonging to the Renew family. Soft touch, extremely comfortable and delicate,
Renew Shine ha san eco-friendly soul, and combines performance, elegance and femininity. Silky
and stylish, it is ideal for the creation of high end, elegant sportswear.
Composition: 82% ECONYL® Polyamide - 18% Elastane | Width: 155 cm | Weight: 175 g/m²
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B-FIT
An innovative double-face fabric, putting together the best features of both polyamide and
polyester;

polyester on the skin transport moisture to the outside, and polyamide makes it

evaporate faster. Available in a bi-color version, B-fit is particularly suitable for the creation of high
end fitness garments and atlheisure items.
Composition: 46% PA – 38% PL - 10% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 225 g/m²

B-NATURAL
A double face fabric, ideal for free cut creations, with a soft and comfy hand feel, putting together
the natural feel of cotton and the techno-performance of polyamide. B-Natural is perfect for the
creation of casualwear, fitness items and high end athleisure items.
Composition: 45% PA – 40% PL - 15% Elastane | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 220 g/m²

B-FASHION
An innovative double face fabric made of polyamide, which is absolutely unique since it boasts
one piece-dyed fabric on one side and a black mass dyed fabric on the other. This special
structure makes it ideal for the creation of exceptionally bright color matches.

The black side

doesn’t affect the colored side, doesn’t bleed and doesn’t fade.. B-Fashion follows the body every
move and is ideal for the creation of pants, sportswear, fitness items and trendy out wear garments.
Composition: 84% PA – 16% PL | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 215 g/m²

www.carvico.com
www.jerseylomellina.it
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